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Next to the elementary school in the Pfaffenthal neighborhood, rue Vauban, the “Centre du Mouvement
Écologique” (Ecological Center), known as the “MECO”, was in dilapidated structures, worth of no interest,
neither as built heritage, nor as architectural component of urban fabric.
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Energy concept
A whole series of analyses and decisions had to be made
at the beginning of the project studies to reach the class.
A level as “passive structure” for functional buildings.
Architectural arrangements
At the bottom of the valley, the site offers a narrow
window of light and the neighboring constructions
impose alignments and reduce the visual escape.
The layout of the functions around the building according
to the most favorable orientations and apertures was a
first step toward efficiency in the management of natural
light and of the energy may produce. Then, the design of
window apertures that was the most appropriate to the
various light and view functions and positions, has made
possible a construction with only 25 % of façade surfaces
having windows. And yet, no area is felt as dark inside.
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That old structure, having serious problems with stability,
moisture and useful surface capacity, has been replaced
by a new construction, exemplary for its answers to
concerns and questions raised by sustainable development.
Therefore, the decision was made to erect a structure,
abiding by environmental and energy values required for
the environment.
The new building of the “Centre du Mouvement Écologique”
meets the energy criteria of a mixed-use building known as
“passive”.
The selection of building materials, the construction itself,
the techniques and facilities set up take into account a
series of parameters developed in paragraphs relating to
environmentalism, energy, stability and outdoor design.
This new construction, almost entirely made of solid wood,
which only resorts to armored concrete techniques where
strictly necessary (escape stairwells and subsurface premises)
or to steel construction for long spans, is a pilot project for
administrative buildings.
Varied from one floor to the other, the complex organization
of the “Centre du Mouvement écologique” gets collected
into a sober construction of free and flexible platforms (open
space). Each space is partitioned and fitted according to the
specific needs of the various departments and positions to
be hosted.

Daylight is shed wherever people circulate or stand!
The apertures are adapted to the functions they shed light
onto and are positioned to best frame the landscapes
generously integrated into the various spaces.
Constructive arrangements
The various external walls and surface areas (façades,
roofs, retaining walls, slabs on grade...) have carefully been
studied to provide optimal responses as far as thermal
insulation factor and structure thickness were concerned.
Indeed, the relatively isolated historical site were setting
significant plot and height limits. The wooden construction
imposed itself, for one, because it reduced the thickness
of the structures with a view to gaining net useful areas.
From these critical points, great care was brought to avoid
thermal bridges when fastening the various wall layers
and between the various constructive sections.
Flawless dry tightness was essential to achieve this
“passive” construction.
Technical aspects
The constructive integration of technical gears for venting,
heating (very limited) and lighting artificially proved to be
very complex but essential to the proper performance of
the building. These installations and gears are detailed
later in the text.
Thermal inertia
Following all these architectural, constructive and technical
devices and in order to reduce the requirements of these
latter, the implementation and proper operation of an
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appropriate thermal inertia has proved fundamental.
Wall plaster PCM (Phase Changing Material) boards,
containing resin capsules that move from solid to liquid
state at 23°C or 26°C, enable to absorb excessive heat
loads on summer days and to reradiate it at night through
forced ventilation of external fresh air.

On the roof, the wooden floor casings are filled with wood
fiber thermal insulation that is reinforced with a 155mm-thick
double insulation of wood fiber panels. An extensive green
roof over waterproofing provides good protection against
overheating in the summer and makes up the fifth façade of
this building clearly conspicuous from the city heights.

Ecological concept
In addition to the overall environmental values and
concepts resumed in the project as a whole, the
MECO structure has been realized following various
environmental principles and values. First, the choice
of materials, for compounding walls and floors as well
as façades and roof coatings, be it from the structural
or completion point of view, each material submitted
and taken for the realization of the new structure was
subjected to indepth comparative surveys and analyses in
order to verify its ecological qualities, its environmental,
energy and structural impacts.
Each selected material offers favorable and optimal values
in terms of life span, making, origin, thermal transmittance
quality, implementation, greenhouse gas emission, gray
energy consumption, acidification, photo smog, heat
release, reuse, etc…

That green roof is another means to increase biodiversity in
the city ecosystem, it allow parts of rainwater to evaporate
naturally, which results in slowing down rainwater runoffs and
reduce the volumes of rainwater rejected in rivers.

More specifically, this building mainly uses wood for its
building shell, completions and external woodworks. The
external supporting walls have the traditional supportingstud kind of wooden building shell; As for floors, they are
made of precast slabs with wooden waffle-casings. This
type of casing meets the essential load-bearing and fireresistance structural criteria and also presents an overall
highly positive eco-balance. Technical equipment is partly
embedded in these waffle casings and acoustic absorbing
panels in the bottom part.
The external walls with a traditional wooden building
shell are filled with puffed paper cellulose insulation
complemented by wooden fiber insulating panels on the
outside. The total insulation thickness is 23, 5cm. The
cellulose insulation is fully natural and offers a high thermal
insulation. The façades display a wood-siding made of
native larch wood with FSC label that will naturally turn
grey, with time.
External casements are all made of wood and fitted with
triple glazing, meeting the passive building requirements.
External parapets made of expanded steel are locally fixed
to the casements. All windows have external sun-breakers
made of rolled material.

Undergrowths and mosses only require little maintenance.
As a conclusion, this new Centre du Mouvement Écologique
was built with sound, innovative materials and techniques
respectful of the environment and reducing the consumption
of resources. From town planning point of view, its
construction materials and volumes stand out but suit the
fabric of this historical neighborhood by being predominantly
vertical in its apertures.
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